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ABSTRACT

Balkan endemic nephropathy (BEN) is a chronic tubulointerstitial nephropathy that is diagnosed in a few agrarian regions of Balkan. Even though numerous dilemmas and conflicting opinions regarding BEN etiology are encountered in literature, prevailing theory is that BEN is caused by chronic poisoning with aristolochic acid ingested by food in people with genetic predisposition to this disease. BEN is categorized as a toxic tubulointerstitial nephropathy, with clinical picture and disease progression not differing from other tubulointerstitial nephropathies, but with insidious and gradual progression to end stage renal disease. There is no specific and sensitive diagnostic biomarkers for BEN and we use epidemiological and functional diagnostic criteria. It is considered that BEN affects up to 10% of population in endemic region. According to Renal Register of Bosnia and Herzegovina, there are around 15% of BEN patients on chronic dialysis program, but no official data on the number of predialysis BEN patients, because of lack of adequate demographic data and screening or systematic examinations of the population living in the affected region since 1991. The members of the Society of nephrology, dialysis and transplantation of Bosnia and Herzegovina organized screening in two villages of Bosanska Posavina, as a part of the 'Program Program of detection of chronic kidney diseases in high-risk population in Bosnia and Herzegovina,' project which was approved from International Society of nephrology. In this paper we analyze preliminary results of that Program and discuss previous studies about BEN in Bosnia and Herzegovina, particularly diagnostic criteria and biomarkers of BEN.
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INTRODUCTION

Balkan endemic nephropathy (BEN) is a chronic irreversible tubulointerstitial nephritis still of unknown etiology that is diagnosed in a few agrarian regions of Balkan (Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Romania, Serbia). Majority of endemic villages are located at alluvial valleys of rivers, Danube tributary rivers. There were no significant changes in the geographic characteristics of BEN distribution since the first disease descriptions in fifties of twentieth century (1). The villages that were affected with the disease in the past are still endemic BEN regions, while non-endemic villages, sometimes located in close proximity to them, still have no cases of the disease registered. Today, BEN is usually diagnosed in adult population, between 50 and 70, with slight predominance of female patients. Disease is characterized by frequent occurrence of tumors of renal pelvis and urethers.

BEN affects only village dwellers, farmers, but is not spread in all villages; some endemic villages are only few kilometers away from non-endemic ones. The family character of the disease is described, but the mechanism of inheritance is not fully understood. Often, a few members of one family, precisely of one household, become ill, in one or more generations. In endemic village, there are also many non-endemic households, and they all live in close proximity to endemic families (households). Until now, the disease was not diagnosed in children.

Even tough numerous dilemmas and conflicting opinions regarding BEN etiology are encountered in literature, prevailing theory is that BEN is caused by chronic poisoning with aristolochic acid ingested by food in people with genetic predisposition to this disease. The dA-aristolactam and dG-AL DNA adducts are isolated in renal cortex of BEN patients, but not in patients with other chronic renal diseases (3). Therefore, BEN is categorized as a toxic tubulointerstitial nephropathy, with clinical picture and disease progression not differing from other tubulointerstitial nephropathies (1), but with BEN having insidious and gradual progression to end stage renal disease. The thing that makes this disease so mysterious is not primarily the fact that the etiology is still unknown, but its unique epidemiologic characteristics, that is focal nature of its occurrence (1,4).

It is considered that BEN affects up to 10% of population in endemic region (5). According to the estimates, Bosnia and Herzegovina had around 2000 registered BEN patients before 1992 (6). Unfortunately, current data on the number of inhabitants of Bosanska Posavina affected by BEN is not known, except the data on the number of BEN patients receiving chronic dialysis. Percent of those patients is around 15 % and is stable (7).

Diagnostic criteria

It is not an easy task to diagnose BEN in early, asymptomatic stage of the disease. Even when decline in renal function exists, the symptoms of the disease are not specific. Diagnosing BEN is not simple even in advanced stages of renal insufficiency, because clinical picture is interpolated by other risk factors like obesity, hypertension, smoking, alcohol consumption, and other renal diseases as well. Until now, no specific biomarker for diagnosis of BEN is found. Pathohystological findings confirm tubulointerstitial nephropathy, exclude other possible renal lesions, but have no influence on choice of therapy. Therefore, a renal biopsy is performed in a very limited number of patients with BEN suspicion, for example, in subjects with family burden for BEN who do not live in endemic village, emigrants, immigrants, or in subjects suspected of having some other renal disease despite of present criterion for diagnosis of BEN (overt proteinuria). These are the reasons why today the BEN is diagnosed if certain agreed diagnostic criterions are met and after excluding other possible renal diseases.

Basic criteria for diagnosis of BEN were according to Danilovic (8): working in agriculture in affected regions, positive family history of renal disease, proteinuria (low grade, usually intermittent), low specific gravity of urine, anemia and high blood urea nitrogen. Those were criteria that were, with critical approach and periodical revisions, applied for a few decades, until 2008, when they were replaced by criteria agreed on during The International meeting on diagnostic criteria for BEN, which was held as a part of Croatian Nephrology Congress on Brać, in a form of “Consensus Statement. International Workshop on Screening, Diagnosis, Classification and Treatment of Endemic (Balkan) Nephropathy” (9).

It was agreed that, above all, in diagnosing, defining, and classification of BEN, existing internationally accepted criterion for diagnosis and classification of chronic kidney diseases (CKD) should be used (10, 11).

Commission for International Association of Nephrologists for Global Improvement in Nephrology (COMGAN), in purpose of early detection and prevention of CKD, accepted those recommendations and suggested utilization of MDRD (Modification of Diet
Aforementioned Consensus (9) suggests classification of a subject as a BEN positive if next criteria are met: increased tubular proteinuria (alfa 1 microglobulin-α1MG), positive history for previous renal disease or carcinoma of urothelium, positive family history, that is disease in the household.

Basic screening for BEN assumes getting answers for next questions: weather subject lives in an endemic village for more than 20 years, weather the subject lives in the affected household for more than 15 year, is there a proximal tubular proteinuria (α1MG), decreased renal function (estimated GFR below expected for given sex and age and/or albumin to creatinine ration in urine above cut off value), urothelial carcinoma, and if subject is treated for any other disease that could cause chronic renal disease. Since frequency of tumors of proximal urinary tract in BEN regions is high, early diagnosis is of great importance. Cytological examination of urinary sediment is a simple method used for diagnosing non-papillary and urothelial carcinoma in situ with substantial sensitivity (47-97% in different studies) (13,14).

BEN should be out ruled as a possible diagnosis in individuals with CKD of unknown origin or with urothelial carcinoma, but living outside the endemic region, in members of families affected by BEN also living outside an endemic region. However, we should always bear in our mind potential existence of sporadic cases of BEN in non-endemic regions (15). BEN should be excluded in individuals with positive history of exposure to nephrotoxic agents, including nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs, plants containing aristolochic acid, lead, cadmium. Usual pathohistological finding in BEN patients is extensive hypocellular interstitial fibrosis in concordance with tubular atrophy (16). Therefore, the diagnosis of BEN could be confirmed (or diagnosis of other renal disease excluded) pathohistologically, but it is not ethically justified to perform a biopsy to all subjects suspected of having BEN.

Through all these years, different criteria were suggested or added to the accepted diagnostic criteria for BEN, in order to improve diagnosing BEN in its early stages. Among others, there were decreased kidney volume and shorter longitudinal diameter of the kidney found on ultrasonography (according to age, sex, body mass index, height). Anemia, more profound than expected for given stage of CKD, was considered for a long time as one of the criteria for diagnosing early stages of BEN (17, 18). However, in the recent times its role in early diagnosis of BEN is questioned (19, 20). Djukanovic et al compared epidemiological, clinical and functional markers in BEN and concluded that proteinuria, concentration urine concentration of α1MG and kidney length (volume) were significant predictors of BEN (19).

After screening and other necessary diagnostic procedures, the results could be classified into four groups. The first one consist of those diagnosed with BEN (pathohistological confirmation or living in an endemic village for more than 20 years with tubular proteinuria, lower GFR and anemia or living in an endemic household with tubular proteinuria or living in an endemic village for more than 20 years with tumor of urothelium and tubular proteinuria). The second group consists of subjects suspected for BEN (living in an endemic household for more than 15 years with lower GFR and anemia or living in an endemic village for more than 15 years with tubular proteinuria or living in an endemic village for more than 20 years with tumor of urothelium). The third group consists of subjects with high risk for BEN (living in an endemic household for more than 15 years), and the fourth are sporadic cases of BEN confirmed by biopsy in non-endemic regions. Renal function in BEN patients is classified according to National Kidney Foundation (NKF) classification (11).

According to recommendations of KDIGO (Kidney Disease: Improving Global Outcomes) guidelines (10, 11) GFR should be estimated utilizing MDRD formula, while Cockroft-Gault equation proved less accurate in healthy subjects than in patients with CKD. It is also noticed that this equation offers less accurate information in elderly, and also overestimates GFR when renal function is seriously impaired. Likewise, MDRD equation has some limitations, for example it underestimates GFR in individuals with normal serum creatinine levels, thus, may erroneously categorize certain healthy subjects as having CKD. Hence, it is advisable to report exact GFR value, and not the stage of CKD, especially in case of estimated GFR < 60 ml/min. Also, usage of age and gender-specific lower limits of normal GFR values are proposed and tables with reference values of GFR in a European Caucasians population are offered (21). Overall, early diagnosis of BEN could not be made without positive family history for BEN, without data on longstanding living in endemic region, more
accurately household, and without proof of tubular proteinuria. Differential diagnosis are any other chronic tubulointerstitial nephropathy, especially analgetic nephropathy, and those caused by aristolochic acid, chronic intoxication by metals (lead, lithium, cadmium, arsenic) or medications (cyclosporine, tacrolimus, analgetics, pamidronat, antibiotics).

**Biomarkers**

Way back, a famous epidemiologist from Bosnia and Herzegovina, professor Gaon, in 1976, wrote that BEN, just like other diseases, results from action of multiple causes related to an unknown agent, environmental factors and host- Gordon’s triad (22). One of the suggestions for reducing incidence of BEN was organized per-lustration (screening) for albuminuria in endemic region.

In endemic village, Pisari (five kilometers from Bosanski Šamac, located on the right riverbank of Bosna River) screening of inhabitants was conveyed as a part of Action Republic Program (23). Total number of 328 inhabitants was screened, 139 male and 189 female, and pathological urine was found in 12.8 % of cases (42 examinees). Protein electrophoresis confirmed a tubular proteinuria in 26 examinees (61.9 %) with pathological urine (24, 25). Republic Action Program predicted screening of around 300000 inhabitants in six northern Bosnian municipalities (Bijeljina, Brčko, Bosanski Šamac, Orašje, Modriča and Odžak) through screening for proteinuria (sulfosalicylic acid and strips) in all examinees in the first phase. In the first year of conducting this plan, 98583 inhabitants were examined, out of which 4.66 % were positive for proteinuria (23). Authors believed that the actual number of inhabitants with proteinuria was substantially higher, but were not able to prove that on the field with current methods of detection. In 20 endemic settlements (Lazarevac municipality) in Serbia, 23645 inhabitants were examined in the same time, and proteinuria was confirmed in 3395 (14.36%) of them (26).

KDIGO guidelines (12) suggest usage of any spot urine specimen (first morning urine specimen is preferred, but not mandatory), and presentation of results in a form of albumin to creatinine ratio in urine (ACR). However, many nephrologists share opinion that it is sufficient to determine albuminuria only (27, 28). It is of significance for Bosnia and Herzegovina for purpose of a field work and screening of population. There are a scarce number of studies that examined kidney function in detail in early phase of BEN. Mainly, it was proved that primary lesion in BEN affects proximal tubule (18). In one of the studies completed in 1987 the functional tests were conducted with purpose of estimation of renal function in a small group of examinees with positive family history for BEN, and it led to the conclusion that they had preserved global and partial renal function with compensatory adaptation of functioning nephrons (exaggerated natriuresis, excretion fraction of sodium on the upper limit of normal values, high maximal urine osmolality) (29). Radonic in 1992 also describes changes in urine concentration ability, occurring some time before decease in renal blood flow and GFR (30). The observation that increased renal loss of salt, increased excretion of uric acid, damaged urine acidification, glycosuria and aminoaciduria also exist, all suggest the lesion of proximal tubules (17, 18).

Other potential urinary markers for BEN were also tested, such as neopterin (31) and glycosaminoglycans (32), but still did not prove as sensitive, specific and useful tests for detection of early stages of BEN. In Bosnia and Herzegovina kidney function of BEN patients in early stages of disease was examined in late 90ties of twentieth century. There were 59 patients with pathohystologically confirmed diagnosis. Authors concluded that average kidney volume was bellow referent borderline values in all patients, even in the group (11 patients) with average GFR of 120.65 ml/min (33).

Regardless of all former efforts, we still do not have sufficiently good, accurate and simple test that would be appropriate urinary marker for diagnosing of BEN. Ideal test, except the fact that it should be sensitive and specific enough, must be cheap, easily applied for mass screening of population and routine clinical exam. It is proved that tubular proteinuria is one of the early signs of BEN. There are a few protein markers of low molecular weight suggesting tubular damage. In accordance with our former studies (34), recent studies of cadmium nephropathy in Japan (35) and in BEN (36, 19), it seems that α1MG is the best marker of tubular damage in BEN.

One of the main characteristics of BEN is a proximal tubular dysfunction. Beta 2 microglobulin (β2MG) was considered a sensitive marker of tubular lesion for a while, and it was used in screening for BEN (37, 38). However, since it did not proved as reliable marker (including instability in low pH an in room temperature), nephrologists were seeking for better and more reliable marker and finally turned to α1MG. It is believed that single determination of α1MG is acceptable for screening purposes, if urine has certain
density (specific gravity between 1010 and 1030) (35). In general, the cut off value of 17 ml/24 h for α1MG (39), or 5 mg/l (40) is suggested. For purpose of BEN screening, suggested cut off value is 15 mg/g of creatinine (41), and 14 mg/g of urine creatinine. The aim of one study was the estimation of urinary α1MG and albumin ratio, and it was concluded that the cut off value was 0.9, with higher values speaking in favor of predominantly tubular proteinuria (41). It is noticed that increased systolic blood pressure can influence urinary excretion of α1MG (42), which in turn requires considering not only sex and age, but also blood pressure, for clinical estimation of renal dysfunction.

Suggested sex-specific cut off values for albumin/creatinine ratio in urine were 17 and higher ng/mg for men and 25 and higher ng/mg for women (43). For albuminuria, suggested values are higher than 30 mg/24 h, which is higher than 10 mg/l in mass screening (28). In one study in Bosnia, median of the values for albuminuria in BEN patients was 11.6 mg/l (44). If the values were higher than suggested, proteinuria in 24 h (timely urine specimen) is advisable.

Screening for chronic kidney disease in Bosanska Posavina in 2009 (EDCKD-BH)

Prevalence of BEN was stable through the past decades, however, in the last ten years in literature, as well as in the oral presentations on nephrological meetings, we can encounter an opinion that the incidence and prevalence of BEN are in slow decline, while other authors believe that the incidence remains the same (45, 46). Radovanović in 1991 expresses his opinion that it is yet obvious that the development of BEN is slower, lasts longer and that manifestations of the disease moves toward older age groups, meaning less intensive contact with supposed toxic agent, cause of the disease, thus rendering future decline in its incidence and prevalence. However, bearing in mind all the present knowledge on BEN, it seems that the disease has had an endemic-epidemic character in the past, and therefore we can count on potential new epidemic wave in the future (47).

According to Renal Register (48) there are around 15 % of BEN patients on chronic dialysis program in Bosnia and Herzegovina. However, Bosnia and Herzegovina does not have official data on the number of BEN patients that are still in terminal stage of renal insufficiency, and the number of individuals in risk is also hard to estimate, firstly because of lack of adequate demographic data, and secondly because of the lack of screening or systematic examinations of the population living in the affected region since 1991.

Those were the reasons why the Society for Nephrology, Dialysis and Transplantation of Bosnia and Herzegovina (UNDT&BH) justified and commenced a screening program for hypertension, diabetes and BEN. At the end of 2009, UNDTBiH applied with project under the title “Program of early detection of chronic kidney disease in high-risk population of Bosnia and Herzegovina (EDCKD-BH)” for Non-communicable Chronic Disease Prevention Programs in Developing Countries, ISN Research Committee, that was accepted, and its successful realization will be of great help in solving numerous dilemmas regarding BEN in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Members of UNDT&BH have already started realization of aforementioned Program, already in two villages of Bosanska Posavina, one known endemic village Domaljevac and second non-endemic village Svilaj, both located near Sava River, separated by 30 kilometers from each other, in close proximity of Odžak town. Between those two villages there were no geophysical differences in field characteristics found.

Endemic village Domaljevac is a big village, with estimated number of inhabitants is around 4000, while non-endemic village Svilaj has around 1000 inhabitants. Inhabitants got a general call for health checkup that included taking history, physical exam, urine dipstick test (Combur-Test Urine test strips, Cobas, Roche) and urine test for microalbuminuria in those with negative proteinuria (Micral-Test, ACCU-CHER, Roche). Screening was done by the nephrologists from a clinical institution, medical students, local physicians and nurses. The checkup was done in endemic Domaljevac, with massive response counting 387 inhabitants (around 10 % of total village population), between 9 an 91 years old, while in non-endemic Svilaj it was 217 inhabitants (around 20 % of total village population), between 13 an 90 year old. In both those villages, over 60% of examinees were women (Domaljevac around 65 % and Svilaj around 62 %). During examination of Domaljevac inhabitants, 149 (38.5 %) of them claimed that they are coming from families with positive history for BEN. In Svilaj, non-endemic village, there were also some examinees with family burden for BEN (20 or 9.2 %). Those were mainly women that have moved from their native villages into Svilaj after getting married. Those examinees were excluded from further statistical analysis.

In endemic village Domaljevac, total of 187 exam-
Examiners had proteinuria or microalbuminuria (43.32 %) in contrast to 71 (36.04 %) examinees from non-endemic village Svilaj. Out of 149 examinees from Domaljevac, with family burden for BEN, 43 of them had proteinuria (28.86 %), and out of those 106 negative for proteinuria, 42 had microalbuminuria (28.19 % of 149 examinees), that is total of 85 (57.05 %) examinees with proteinuria and microalbuminuria. Out of 229 inhabitants of Domaljevac without family burden for BEN, 47 (20.52 %) had proteinuria, while out of 182 without proteinuria, 55 were positive form microalbuminuria (24.02% out of 229 examinees). Totally, 102 inhabitants (44.54 %) had positive proteinuria and microalbuminuria. In non-endemic Svilaj there were 26 inhabitants with positive proteinuria out of 197 examined (13.2 %), and out of 171 examinees negative for proteinuria, 45 had positive microalbuminuria (22.84 % out of 197 examined). There was total number of 71 inhabitants with positive proteinuria or microalbuminuria in Svilaj (36.04 %). The number of examinees with proteinuria and microalbuminuria in endemic Domaljevac was statistically significantly higher in the group with family burden compared to the group without family burden (85 out of 149 and 102 out of 229, Fisher’s exact test p=0.02) in contrast to examinees form non-endemic Svilaj (85 out of 149 and 71 out of 197, Fisher’s exact test p=0.0001). But the number of inhabitants with proteinuria and microalbuminuria did not significantly differ when group from endemic Domaljevac without family burden and group form non-endemic Svilaj were compared (102 out of 229 and 71 out of 197, Fisher’s exact test, p=1.00). When we compare only inhabitants with positive microalbuminuria, there is no statistically significant difference between any of the groups. In three-years study of professor Gaon et al (49) in early sotese of twentieth century, the prevalence rate of albumin positive subjects in endemic village Gornja Crkvina near Bosanski Šamac was 14.5 % for men and 13.6 % form women, while in non-endemic village Lugovi the number of albumin positive subjects was very small (0.024 % out of 246 examined). In other earlier study, Tulumović et al found frequency of proteinuria to be 39 % in endemic village Pišari, which was tubular proteinuria of 24% (25). Through our screening program, we have found frequency of microalbuminuria to be 25.7 % in endemic village Domaljevac and 22.8 % in non-endemic village Svilaj. We should stress the fact that in our study the target population was extracted from the general population with purpose of screening for risk of CKD in general, not for BEN exclusively.

In both mentioned villages, a substantial number of hypertensive subjects was registered and around 12 % (endemic Domaljevac) and 9% (non-endemic Svilaj) diabetics. Hypertension (over 140/80 mmHg) was registered in 59% of inhabitants of endemic Domaljevac and 33.5% of inhabitants of non-endemic Svilaj. The greatest frequency of hypertension was registered in a group consisting of 149 inhabitants of endemic Domaljevac with family burden for BEN (74.5%). Mentioned percentages could not be considered indicative for number of hypertensive patients estimate in examined population, neither as part of BEN, nor as part of other chronic noncommunicable diseases. That is because, in our opinion, responders for screening were primarily subjects already treated for hypertension, heart disease, diabetes or those aware of their higher risk for those conditions, as well as for BEN. Nevertheless, other investigators have registered higher frequency of hypertension in endemic regions, even though hypertension was never considered patognomonic form BEN, even in overt renal insufficiency. Likewise, in recent studies it was proved that prevalence of hypertension in endemic villages resembled that in non-endemic ones (52 % and 49 %, respectively) (50, 51). Arsenović et al have registered hypertension in 43 % of endemic family’s members and in 35 % of members of non-endemic families (50). Authors explained their findings by advanced age and high prevalence of obesity among examinees. Bulgarian study also showed higher frequency of hypertension in offspring of BEN patients (52).

All examinees with positive proteinuria or microalbuminuria, other pathological urine finding or hypertension were potential candidates for second phase of study, that is for more detailed examination of kidney function in purpose of revelation of causative factor for proteinuria/microalbuminuria or hypertension. Diabetics were referred for additional treatment in family medicine service. Since mentioned results of conveyed screening are just a start of the "Program of detection of chronic kidney diseases in Bosnia and Herzegovina”, we should not pull any conclusions on number of BEN patients or other CKD in region of Bosanska Posavina without further screening and mass population investigations. Meanwhile, conclusion remains that there is a very high percentage of hypertensive subjects and subjects with proteinuria/microalbuminuria registered in the examined population of Bosanska Posavina, which is the facts that concerns and confers a need for prompt and efficient further measures for realization of “Program for detection of chronic kidney diseases in Bosnia and Herzegovina”.
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